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What’s ThorCon?
Why is ThorCon special?

● A clean-sheet design based on a reactor that was tested in the 1960s at ORNL

● A flex-fuel molten salt reactor

● A technology development platform that starts simple and can be rapidly improved

● A low-cost nuclear power-plant that can scale to globally significant capacity

● A truly passive, walk-away safe design

● A relatively complete power-plant design, ready to build very soon (not just a reactor concept)

● Can be generating power in 4 years

● Can be a huge export business (based on factory production, shipyard panel lines)

http://www.thorconpower.com



Who are we?

Jack Devanney

Dave Devanney
Chris Uhlik

Lars Jorgensen

Ralph Moir

Bob Hargraves

and a few 
others...



Who are we?

Ralph Moir

physicist and engineer who has reviewed and improved the ThorCon reactor design 

during its development. Since leaving Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories he has 

continued research in magnetic and inertial fusion energy and in molten salt fission 

reactors. In 2004 together with Manhattan Project veteran Edward Teller he published a 

design for an underground thorium-fueled molten salt reactor. His Livermore work 

included research in plasma physics and on hybrid fusion-fission reactors. Dr Moir is a 

fellow of the American Physical Society and of the American Nuclear Society. He holds 

BS from UC Berkeley and ScD degrees in nuclear engineering from MIT.



Jack Devanney

Who are we?
the principal engineer and architect of the ThorCon molten salt reactor power plant. 
Since 2011 he has pursued his idea of using shipyard construction technology to 
mass-produce safe, inexpensive power plants that can bring the benefits of electricity 
to all the world, with no CO2 emissions. He married the advanced nuclear 
technology developed and demonstrated by Oak Ridge Laboratory with his own 
engineering experiences with ships, power plants, and energy. His prior 25-year 
career dealt with designing, building, and operating oil tankers, up to 440,000 ton 
ultra large crude carriers — the world’s largest. Devanney was responsible for 
specifications, financing, yard negotiations, supervision, and all major technical and 
commercial decisions. Devanney’s MIT education includes a BS and MS in naval 
architecture and a PhD in management science. There he served on the faculty of 
Ocean Engineering for ten years.



Who are we?

Lars Jorgensen

one of the lead architects of the ThorCon molten salt reactor. Lars designed the off-gas 
system and conducted analyses of neutronics and decay heat. Active in molten salt research 
since 2010, Lars is a lead technical contributor to the thorium molten salt reactor public forum. 
He works full-time on his passion: to give the developing world access to molten salt reactor 
technology which will fuel the dramatic build-out of electrical energy to meet their growing 
needs. Most recently from Texas Instruments, Jorgensen was Chief Technical Officer for the 
Digital Radio Product group. Prior to that he was Vice President of Engineering at Graychip, 
Inc., a semiconductor company specializing in dedicated signal processing. Previously he 
was a Principal Engineer at ESL/TRW. Throughout his extensive research and development 
career he has led engineers in pushing the technical envelope. His education includes a 
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University and he holds various 
patents.



Who are we?

Chris Uhlik

an Electrical Engineer with a broad experience in robotics, automotive assembly, radio 
communications, aircraft systems, data switching systems, and Internet services applications.  
He earned his BS, MS, and PhD in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University 1979–1990 
subsequently working for Toyota Motor Company in Japan, Adept Technologies (robotics), 
ArrayComm (digital signal processing and cellular communications), RedWave Networks 
(Internet data), and is currently an Engineering Director at Google.  At Google Chris managed 
hundreds of engineers and was responsible for a wide range of Internet applications including 
Gmail, BookSearch, and StreetView.  Since 2008, Chris has been studying climate change and 
the transformation of materials and energy systems needed to decarbonize technical 
civilization.  Since 2009 he has intensively studied nuclear power, especially molten salt reactor 
systems and the nuclear fuel cycle.  Chris has been contributing to the design of ThorCon for 
two years believing ThorCon to be the most scalable, resource-efficient opportunity for 
humanity to advance its living standards while minimizing impact on the global environment.



Who are we?

Dave Devanney

has a history of starting up new companies involved in a variety of areas including 

education, power generation, real estate development and marine transportation. 

His most successful venture was the founding and management of Tankship 

Transport which was a ship owning and operating company which managed one 

million deadweight tons of its own large oil tankers and another million tons of 

tankers for outside owners. At ThorCon, Mr. Devanney’s focus is raising financing 

for the technology and finding a host country for the prototype power plant. Mr. 

Devanney received a BA in philosophy from Loyola University and a MA in 

education from New York University.



Who are we?

Bob Hargraves

is an author of several articles and presentations about the importance of safe, clean, 
affordable electric power to the future of humanity. His book, THORIUM: energy 
cheaper than coal, highlights the importance of an energy source that will undersell 
plentiful coal, which is being burned in ever larger quantities as the developing world 
seeks prosperity. Dr Hargraves taught energy policy courses at OSHER@Dartmouth 
as he learned about molten salt reactors. Previously he managed information 
technology as vice-president of Boston Scientific and senior consultant at Arthur D 
Little. Hargraves taught mathematics and computer science at Dartmouth College 
where he founded a software company. He earned an AB in mathematics and 
physics from Dartmouth College and a PhD in physics from Brown University.



Who are we?
plus

● a few PhD Nuclear Engineering graduate students and professors 
from Berkeley, Italy, France, Sweden

● and a few power systems senior engineers from New Zealand, the 
Netherlands, Canada

● a few scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory and one from 
PNNL

● and a few business types from Harvard, Silicon Valley



Why nuclear?

USA electricity is 1.5 kW/person, 50 GW just for WA, OR, 
CA, and NV; 475 GW for the whole USA.
The world will soon demand ~7,000 GWe.
Primary energy increases this to 70,000 GW --- 10 billion 
people living like frugal Europeans.
Energy → Wealth → Stable population → Space for nature.

Nuclear is the only energy source large 
enough and quickly scalable with low 
environmental impact that can do the job.

And fission can be the lowest cost and 
safest, sustainable solution.



Why ThorCon?
● clean, sustainable, safe, cheap energy that is really scalable

● but nuclear is so expensive, so 1950’s
● no, not really.  The world is changing.

● ThorCon is new, now, safer, cleaner, greener nuclear

http://www.thorconpower.com



ThorCon Design Philosophy

Inherently safe: combat nuclear fear, no mechanism to spread radioactivity, no loss of 
investment upon failure or external event.

Goal: safe, cheap, reliable, carbon-free electricity.  Now.

Producible. Nuclear island under $1/watt.

Fixable. Major failures have modest impact on plant output.

Fast: Full scale prototype within four years.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Thorcon design:
from the outside in

● Based on learnings from ORNL’s MSRE.

● Opposite of normal nuke thinking.  Rather than the plant being an afterthought wrapped around 
an all-important reactor, we design a power-plant with a generic reactor as a component.

● Reactor/primary loop is a rather small black box.

● What should the plant look like?

● What should the production/replacement/decommissioning system look like?

● Then get into the details of the black box.

So how does Jack think about this?



Large Steel Ships (ULCC) are Cheap

Length 380 m Contract Dec 1999

Beam 68 m Keel-laying Jun 2001

Depth 34 m Delivery Mar 2002

Overall height 74 m Detail design 18 months

Mass 67,600 tonnes Construction   9 months

Cargo 511,000 m3 Custom FOAK Cost

Coated Area 350,000 m2

Engines 37,000 kW      

Propeller 10.5 m

Generators 3 x 1450 kW

Steam Boilers 2 x 45,000 kg/hr

Cargo pumps 3 x 5000 m3/hr

Ballast pumps 2 x 5000 m3/hr

Accommodation 50              

$89M



Nuclear is small
Thorcon fits in the center tanks of a ULCC

Mechanical complexity is similar



Shipbuilding is a mature industry
ULCC Costing details
Detailed design: 18 months
Construction: 9--12 months
Direct labor: 700,000 man-hours; 40% hull, 60% outfitting
5-6 man-hours per ton of steel
Relatively complicated double hull structure with curved plates.
About 140 350 tonne blocks.  Precise dimensional control.
$10M kW main engine ($0.27/watt)

Overall cost about $90M
15% direct labor, 15% overhead, 70% purchased material

If ship has more than 15 days off-hire a year, operating in a hostile environment, including scheduled 
dockings, it’s a lemon. 15 days annual off-hire is 96% availability.

Goal:  Build reactors like we build ULCC ships, but even more standardized.



Build everything on an assembly line
● Reactor yard produces 150--500 ton blocks. About 100 blocks per 1GWe plant.
● Blocks are pre-coated, pre-piped, pre-wired, pre-tested.
● Focus quality control at the block and sub-block level.
● Blocks barged to site, dropped into place, and welded together.

10 GWe/year yard block diagram; 200,000 tons steel per year
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POT is reactor core filled with 
graphite moderator where fission 
occurs.

PHX is primary heat exchanger 
where heat is delivered to the 
secondary coolant loop.

PUMP circulates primary 
coolant/fuel around the loop and 
extracts fission product gases.



A pot and
a pump



High Temperature
at Low Pressure

● Outlet temperature is 704℃
● Salt boils at 1400℃ --- huge margin
● No water in the reactor --- no steam explosion
● No rapid chemical reactions --- no hydrogen gas or sodium metal.

We don’t need an enormous steam cauldron at 3000 psi.
We don’t need a reinforced concrete mausoleum to contain a steam explosion.

http://www.thorconpower.com







Resource Requirements / Should Cost
Cast iron          12,778 tonnes

Steel              14,640

Lead                2,472

316 stainless       1,428

Graphite            1,300

304 stainless         758

Hayes 230             188

Metal Packing (IMTP)  127

Nickel                 77

Graphite Rings         57

TiZrMo (TZM)            4

Carbon-Carbon           2

NaBe fuel salt        152

NaBe clean salt        50

KNO3 solar salt         30

4 Module (1 GWe) ThorCon Top-Level Resource Requirements
Not including steam turbines, generators, and switchyard

  

Hitemp concrete     2,333 cubic meters

Ordinary concrete  40,211

excavation        197,011

well under $100M worth of material

should cost under $200M for 1 GWe

CapEx:    20¢/watt

Fuel:      ~0.2¢/kWh

http://www.thorconpower.com



● Fluoride salt locks up cesium and strontium, the 
two really bad guys.

● Molten salt can dump into a safe configuration 
where fuel is separated from moderator and fission 
is impossible.

● The high temperature tolerance means radiant 
cooling and natural circulation are easily achieved.

Truly passive, 
walk-away safe

Membrane wall

Dump tank

Iron heat sink



Natural Circulation and the Membrane Wall

http://www.thorconpower.com



Natural Circulation and the Secondary Loops

http://www.thorconpower.com



Walk-away safety
● Four barriers, deep underground.
● One week of excess reactivity in fuel rather than multi-years.
● 700℃ temperature margins. Strong negative temperature coefficient. Reactor will shut itself down 

even if control rods fail.
● Passive drain on over-temperature. Nothing operators can do to prevent it. Primary loop rupture 

drains to FDT. Most casualties confined to a Can change out.
● Two nearly independent, totally passive decay heat paths. No valves to realign as in some so-called 

passive systems. Massive margin in membrane wall. Membrane wall always running, so you know it 
works.

● No need for any outside aid for at least 72 days.
● Low pressure, no phase change. No dispersion energy in reactor. Initial offgas decay in Primary 

Loop. Most fission products including 90Sr, 131I, and 137Cs are salt seekers. Even if all four barriers 
are breached, they stay in the salt. They will not disperse.

● Barring triple tube rupture, no dispersion energy anywhere in the system.
● Tertiary loop, open standpipe, designed weaknesses makes triple tube rupture barely credible. But 

contained in SGC if it happens.
● Most casualties are handled by natural circulation in the primary loop resulting in no damage.
● Most extreme casualties handled by FDT with nil or easily-repaired damage.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Why liquid fuel DMSR?
● Low Pressure, no phase change, low chemical energy → cheaper containment.
● Good control characteristics, low excess reactivity, big temperature margins
● Walkaway safety, passive fuel drain, many fission products stable in fluoride salt

○ especially Iodine, Strontium and Cesium.
● High thermal efficiency. 44% vs 32%.
● Xe & Kr bubble out, metals plate out → high burn up, 1/3 fuel, less waste.
● Low Uranium usage, nil fuel fabrication. Step to Thorium cycle
● Low part count.
● Move fuel around with a pump.
● Compatible with all block construction. No rebar.  Minimal concrete.
● No mausoleum to get in the way of repair.
● No bomb-grade fissile materials, ever.
● Heavy lifting has already been done by ORNL.

http://www.thorconpower.com
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ThorCon is based on Oak Ridge labs’ 
proven nuclear power technology.

Uranium and Thorium
in molten salt.

ThorCon redesign:
- modular production
- 50 years of science
- modern materials
- fast computers

Result:
- rapid production
- cheaper than coal Oak Ridge molten salt reactor 

ran from 1965 to 1969.



Producibility
● Current world electricity consumption, about 2500 GWe → 3750 GWe by 2030.

● Need roughly one hundred 1 GWe plants per year, 2 plants per week.

● These are aircraft numbers. 747 production averaged 31 airplanes per year, 1966--2012.

● Unless you are cheaper than coal with zero CO2 cost, less than $0.05/kWh, don’t bother.

● We need a mass-producible system, not individual fortresses.

● The system must encompass the entire plant, not just the reactor.

● The plants should NOT be responsible for recycling or disposing of used material.

Build a system, not a plant

http://www.thorconpower.com
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Fixability

● The Nuclear Problem

○ Something breaks, can’t go in and fix it.

○ The design must address this dilemma.

● Thorcon is designed for replacement of all components.

● Don't pretend things are going to last for 30 or 40 years. In most cases, we don’t know the 

MTBF. Even if we did, things are going to break, and we don’t know when.

● Everything but the building must be replaceable with modest impact on plant output.

● Everything is upgradable.

● Investment is preserved.

● Low pressure molten salt makes this possible.

http://www.thorconpower.com





Full-scale prototype within 4 years
● No New Technology.

● Don’t wait for enriched lithium 7Li, cannot use Flibe (yet).

● Don’t try for ultimate neutron efficiency breeder.

● Don’t do any fancy fuel processing or waste burning.

● Use an existing steam plant and water cooling.

● Just build a scaled up non-FLiBe MSRE.

● Straight to 250 MWe prototype. No further scale-up.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Test Prototype
(shorty, 550 MWth)

Initially, no fission



A prototype nuclear power plant
can be built quickly.

Camp Century
Greenland glacier 77°N
2 MWe
American Locomotive 
factory modules
1959 + 2 years

Nautilus
First ever PWR
10 MWe
Electric Boat 
full scale prototype
1949 + 4 + 2 years

Hanford
Pu production
250 MWt
DuPont, GE
1942 + 2 years



Should-Cost versus Did-Cost
● Should-cost is based on resources consumed: steel, concrete, nickel, productive labor, etc.
● Only gas and oil are cheaper energy systems than a LWR on a should-cost basis.
● Low pressure, high temperature, liquid fuel nuclear beats LWR by >2x.
● Block construction for every thing — which LWR cannot do — can reduce labor requirements to 

shipyard numbers, less than 1M man-hours for a 1 GWe plant.
● And nuclear dramatically beats gas and coal on fuel cost.
● As long as we build nuclear power plants like the Navy builds ships, it won’t do us any good.
● Unless we narrow the gap between should-cost and did-cost drastically, no nuclear technology 

will be able to compete.

There’s no limit to how much poorly executed regulation can increase costs, slow innovation, and 
retard improvements.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Designed for Iteration
and superb uptime

● The nuclear component is canned

● The reactor is replaced every 4 years

● The molten fuel is homogeneous with minimal excess reactivity

● Makeup fuel lets you tune performance as composition changes

● Online refueling

● Duplex reactor cores

● Great for R&D

● Great for production

● Great for performance/test-based licensing

● Reactor tests can be cheap and safe

http://www.thorconpower.com



We seek
● a cooperative regulator who wants to solve problems and promote development of nuclear technologies
● a test-oriented, performance based licensing methodology that demonstrates rather than predicts safety
● a nuclear campus that would provide facilities for the development and testing of new reactor designs

Is Washington, Tri-Cities, Hanford that place where innovation is respected, where progress is allowed, where 
jobs, value and wealth are created?

http://www.thorconpower.com



END
This is about where we wound up the formal part of the presentation. About 90 
minutes to reach this point.  We touched on some of the subsequent slides in the 
Q&A session.



How many jobs?

Ten, 1 GW plants per year, 200,000 tonnes of steel, 5--6 man-hours per tonne, doubled for overhead is 
about 1200 jobs.  A test site developing and evaluating new technologies might be $20M/yr or 50 very 
good jobs.  A training facility for all those new operators around the world is another couple of hundred 
jobs plus hotels, food, sightseeing, etc.

Boeing built about 30 big planes per year.  The world needs to build about 100 powerplants per year.  
This is an industry bigger than Boeing.



Operating Rules
● No complex repairs --- everything but the building must be easily replaceable.
● No need for 30-plus-year life with nil maintenance.
● No onsite fuelsalt processing other than noble gas removal --- every 8 years fuelsalt is changed 

out and after 4 year cooldown in silo shipped to a Fuelsalt Recycling Facility.
● Every 4 years the entire canned primary loop is changed out and shipped to Can Recycling 

Plant which supports ~50 powerplants.
● Improved fuelsalt processing can be introduced without any changes at the plants.
● Improved reactor core designs can be introduced with minor changes at the plants.
● At Can Recycling Plant, Cans are decontaminated, disassembled, inspected and refurbished. 

Incipient problems are corrected before they turn into casualties.
● Major upgrades (adding modules) can be introduced with little effect on power generation.
● Such renewable power plants can operate indefinitely. Decommissioning is little more than 

pulling out but not replacing all the replaceable parts.  The steel building is recyclable.

● ThorCon is a system, not a bunch of fortresses

http://www.thorconpower.com



Containment & Site Plan

http://www.thorconpower.com



Silo hall / containment building



Grid block & Silo



ThorCon module pairs generate
250 MWe each.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Reactor core
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Fuel cycle

● Initial fueling
● Makeup fuel
● Waste management
● Fissile recovery



Fuel costs
● initial fueling

○ 2.63% LEU,             70 tonne, $130M/GWe, 0.12¢/kWh
○ 20% LEU + Th,        11 tonne, $124M/GWe, 0.11¢/kWh
○ LEU20 + Th + Flibe,  9 tonne, $100M/GWe, 0.09¢/kWh
○ Plutonium and other mixtures are possible
○ RG Pu spiking can eliminate BG Pu

● online reactivity makeup fueling
○ added fuel displaces fuel-salt → LEU20 makeup, even for 2.7% startup case
○ 2.7% LEU,               3.0 kg/day,  0.56¢/kWh → 0.68¢/kWh total
○ LEU20 + Th,            2.5 kg/day,  0.43¢/kWh → 0.54¢/kWh total
○ LEU20 + Th + Flibe, 1.6 kg/day, 0.27¢/kWh → 0.38¢/kWh total
○ LEU20 + Th + Flibe, 1.0 kg/day, 0.19¢/kWh → 0.28¢/kWh total (FP removal)

● future improvements to reactor and fuel processing plant 
○ recover uranium ← really easy, pay startup cost only once
○ FLiBe ← when a market develops (but it’s only worth ~$15M/yr)
○ 232U ← from fusion machines might allow HEU 233U 90+%
○ recover higher actinides, Pu, Am, Cm, Np ← salt chemistry
○ mixed spectrum reactors, improved FP extraction, etc.
○ put it all together ← iso-breeder running on thorium or DU [20+ years from now]
○ All in the original powerplant

8% cost of capital

100% CF, 1 GWe·yr



Fuel concepts to remember
1. we can start up with enrichment under 4%
2. our startup fuel load costs ~0.1¢/kWh
3. our makeup fuel costs ~0.6—0.2¢/kWh
4. we have a technology path to reduce fuel costs by >2x
5. our total fuel costs start out a lot less than PWR fuel at about 1¢/kWh
6. our fuel is easily partitioned for recycling
7. fluorination for recovery of “spent” uranium allows restarting without re-

enrichment



Waste management
● A GWe-year is about 800 kg of fission products, most of them stable within a few years

○ “noble gases” → OGR collect, separate, and compress to cylinders
○ “phobes”         → plate off on cold metal surfaces (we think)
○ “seekers”        → stay chemically bound up in the salt

● off-gas cylinders
○ 185 kg of Xenon and Kypton are collected per year (space propulsion)
○ almost all stable, but contaminated with about 0.5 kg of radio 85Kr (10.8 years half life)
○ decay products (137Xe) have been returned to the salt

● in the cold end of PHX and pipes
○ 265 kg of noble metals plate-out, essentially all stable after 30 years; 160 grams of radioactive material, 

still a handling hazard, but manageable and very easy to store because nonvolatile and low heat load
○ we don’t know yet, experiments required, design flexibility built in
○ pot, rotor, etc can probably be reused several cycles, PHX more limited by thin walls
○ some very valuable stuff in these FPs and already mostly partitioned



Waste management (2)
● used graphite

○ some (e.g. reflector) easily reused
○ other may be reconditioned and recycled
○ waste classification TBD (low, high, bake, crush, encapsulate in concrete?)
○ sequestering carbon isn’t a bad idea

● spent fuel → storage, recycling and storage
○ 700 kg of 90Sr, 137Cs, 131I contaminated NaF BeF2 with lots of random stable gunk
○ we have at least 16 years before the first fuel is available for processing

■ 4yrs dev + 8yrs power + 4yrs cooling
■ waiting just makes the job easier
■ it’s less than 2 cubic meters of spent salt per GWe year
■ if NaF BeF2 are removed, it’s a LOT less than 1 cubic meter per GWe year

○ fluorination to release Uranium is well established
○ await chemical developments to separate actinides like Pu → valuable startup or makeup fuel
○ electrochemistry may be cleaner than solvent chemistry
○ dry cask technology is very well established and buffered salts may be easier to store than pressurized 

zirconium tubes



The Duplex Can System
● Power density is 25 MW/m3 → 5+ year moderator life.

● Flip Cans every 4 years

● Old Can sits in silo for 4- years

● At transfer to Canship, Can decay heat is under 1 kW

● Can is shielded during transfer ~0.062 mSv/hr.

● Change out fuel salt every 8 years --- with NaBe salt, cost not an issue.

● At change out, old salt stays in a fuel dump tank for 4- years.

● At transfer via pump to transport casks salt decay heat under 15 kW.

● No separate vulnerable, spent fuel facility.

● Fixability. Transfer in 60 days (40 kW) if necessary.

● Extremely high availability.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Silo Membrane Wall
Keeps the Can interior at about 270C during normal operation. (Primary loop is insulated)
Cools the drain tank in the event of a drain.
The wall is always operating so problems show up before casualty, not during.
Fuse valve rather than a freeze valve.
Cold steel wall stops tritium, inert gas processing captures dry tritium.
Radiation heat flow goes as T4 so it cools rapidly if the Can heats up, but slowly as the Can cools 
down → great for emergencies, always on yet low power loss in the nominal case.
Even with a primary loop breach, we maintain a double barrier between the fuelsalt and the membrane 
wall water, and a triple barrier to the environment.
All this with no penetrations into the can or the drain tank.
Protects the silo’s concrete lining from thermal shock.
Wall temperature is independent of the heat flux to the wall.
Totally passive. Pond sized to go 72 days without make-up water. ~6 months with passive tower.
Robust against mistakes.

http://www.thorconpower.com



ThorCon converts energy via
four heat transfer loops.

Fuel salt Clean salt Solar salt Steam

Reacto
r Turbine

Radioactivity 
boundary    →

704 C 621 C 598 C 538C

Heat 
exchangers

http://www.thorconpower.com



Four Loops                        Four barriers
4 gas-tight barriers between fuelsalt 
and environment.

Primary loop plumbing.

Can. Sealed. 5 bar over-pressure, 
vents to very large volume 5-bar 
SGC.

Silo cavity. Inerted space. Normally 
slightly less pressure than silo hall.

Silo Hall. Speced to 1 bar over-
pressure, 0.1% leak/24 h. Normally 
slight under-pressure.

Four loop system: NaBe fuel/NaNe/sol-salt/water-steam

Vertically stacked. 5% natural circulation in all four loops → second passive decay 
heat path, avoids drain in many casualties, handles fail-to-drain.

Tritium flashed off as steam by tertiary loop solar salt and captured.

Sol-salt (222C freeze) → standard steam generator, standard steam cycle.

Simple peaking capability with enlarged Sol-salt volume.

Another barrier between super-critical steam and fuelsalt.

High pressure steam leak creates no nasty chemistry, no 24Na dispersal.

Tertiary loop pressure release is a simple open standpipe.

Steam Generator shell speced to fail (at 5 bar) well before SHX tubes.

SHX loop has blow out panels. SHX shell speced to fail well before PHX tubes.

SGC contains even the extremely unlikely Triple Tube Rupture casualty.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Building and Erection
● Steel sandwich walls 1 m thick with 25 mm steel plate.  Ship bottom style structure for roof.
● 1GWe ThorCon will require 17,000 tons of steel for silo hall, SGC cells, all simple flat plate. 

Much of it repetitive.
● Everything but footing manufactured on a shipyard assembly line in 100 to 300 ton blocks.
● About 100 blocks per 1 GWe plant.
● All blocks are pre-coated, pre-piped, pre-wired, pre-tested.
● Blocks barged to site. Dropped in place. Welded together by automatic hull welding machines. 

No scaffolding.
● Key is the 21 x 28 meter grid block. Almost all pipe runs, most wiring are in the grid block. 

Module grid (160 tons plus piping) will be a single lift.  Barge transportable on many rivers.
● Yards figure about 5 man-hours per ton of erected steel. 1GWe silo hall, SGC erection labor 

should be less than 100,000 man-hours ($5M), a lot less if we do it right.
● Outfitting about the same.

http://www.thorconpower.com







Status of Thorcon
We have a complete basic design.

The design includes some 60 drawings.

We have a full set of weight estimates by material. We know what the plant should cost.

We have both MCNP and Serpent neutronics. The original MCNP model was done by PNNL. (Thanks Jim Livingston.) 
Both are full 3-D models encompassing the reactor vessel and its surroundings.

Using Serpent (thanks Jaakko), we have full burn up results including on the fly fuelsalt extraction and addition. 
(Thanks to Manuele Aufiero and his colleagues at Politecnico di Milano).

We have stability coefficients and a point kinetics model. (Thanks Dr. Yoshioka.)

The whole thing is driven by the totally rubbery ThorCon DNA model. The DNA model is set of programs which allow us 
to change any of the plant’s independent variables, issue a command, and regenerate layout and design calculations, 
update weight and costing, and produce a new set of 2-D and 3-D drawings.

We need to fill in a number of important gaps and produce a specification that the yards and vendors can bid on.

http://www.thorconpower.com



Small Modular

vs

Big Modular

● Big enough to make a dent in global 
CO2 emissions

● Well matched to super-critical steam and 
generator systems

● Low down-rate for maintenance / very 
high capacity factors

● Shared security and expert personnel

http://www.thorconpower.com



We must have a rational regulatory 
environment

● There is no limit on how costly regulation can make any technology.
● Commercial aircraft model, not NRC model.
● Do not rely on paperwork. Paperwork rules quash competition and improvement, 

encourage/guarantee dishonesty. Certificates breed dependence, cost, complacency and lock-
in, not quality. The wrong people get promoted. See Navy.

● Don’t rely on the computer, to tell you if something is safe.
● Build prototypes early and build big. Big is cheap and fast.
● Bid everybody; trust nobody. Inspect as you go. Test as you go.
● Put full-scale prototype in a safe area and test every casualty you claim you can handle. Expect 

surprises, good and bad, set up to modify quickly, and re-test. Prototypes should be tortured, not 
licensed. See Proto-park proposal.

● Plant must be modular to make such testing feasible, but we need big modular, not small.
● May make sense to stay “non-nuclear” as long as possible to avoid regulatory delay/costs in pre-

nuclear testing.


